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Abstract. Noise-induced escape from a non-hyperbolic attractor, and from a quasihyperbolic attractor with nonfractal boundaries, is investigated by means of analogue experiments and numerical simulations. It is found that there exists a most
probable (optimal) escape trajectory, the prehistory of the escape being de ned by
the structure of the chaotic attractor. The corresponding optimal uctuational force
is found. The possibility of achieving analytic estimates of the escape probability
within the framework of Hamiltonian formalism is discussed.

1 The escape problem for chaotic systems
There have been recently a number of interesting studies of the interplay of
noise with chaotic behaviour [1, 2] including e.g. a demonstration of chaotic
features in a purely stochastic Kramers oscillator [3], the phenomena of both
noise-induced instability [4] and noise-induced order [5], noise-induced chaos
[6] and quantum noise-induced chaotic oscillations [7]. However, the analytic
estimation of the probability of noise-induced escape from the basin of attraction of a chaotic attractor remains an unsolved fundamental problem in the
theory of uctuations [8, 9]. It is of broad interdisciplinary interest in view
of a host of important applications including e.g. stabilisation of the voltage
standard [10], neuron dynamics [11], and laser systems [12].
It has now been established, however, that the uctuational dynamics of
escape can be investigated directly through measurements of the prehistory
probability distribution [13{16]. The underlying idea is based on the concept of large uctuations [17], in which the system uctuates to the remote
state along an optimal path. Mathematical equivalents of this physical concept are asymptotic equations for the solution of the Fokker-Plank equation
written in the form of rays (Hamilton equations), or wavefronts (HamiltonJacobi equation) [18]. In this method the dynamical variables of the system,
and sometimes also the external force, are recorded simultaneously, and the
statistics of all actual trajectories along which system evolves to a given state
are then analyzed [13]. The advantages of this technique were demonstrated
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earlier [15, 16, 21] by investigation of some fundamental symmetry properties
of optimal trajectories and the singularities in their distribution.
In the present paper we use measurements of the prehistory probability
distribution for the direct experimental investigation of uctuational escape
from a chaotic attractor and discuss the possibility of achieving analytic estimates of the escape probability within the framework of Hamiltonian formalism in the context of our results. We study two systems with di erent
attractors: a non-hyperbolic attractor in a nonautonomous nonlinear oscillator; and a quasi-hyperbolic attractor in the Lorenz system.

2 Escape from a non-hyperbolic attractor
2.1 The model
We rst investigated the stochastic dynamics of a periodically driven nonlinear oscillator with equation of motion

q_ = K(q; t) + f (t);
K = fK1; K2g = fq2; 2 q2 !02q1 q12 q13 + h sin(!f t)g;
f (t) = f0; (t)g; h(t)i = 0; h(t)(0)i = D(t) = 4 kT (t); (1)
2
 !f ; 109 < !2 < 4:
Parameters were chosen so that the potential is monostable ( 2 < 4 !02)
and the dependence
of the energy of oscillations on the frequency is non2
monotonic ( !02 > 109 ). This model is encountered in many applications and
allows a theoretical analysis to be carried out over a wide range of parameter
values (see e.g. [22{24]). It was shown earlier [23] that chaos in (1) arises for
relatively small driving force amplitudes h  0:1.
A simpli ed bifurcation diagram obtained by numerical simulation is
shown in Fig. 1a. Boundaries of the hysteresis of the period 1 resonance
are shown by full lines, and those of the period 2 resonance by dotted lines.
Chaotic states are indicated by small pluses. The region of coexistence of the
two period-2 resonances is bounded by the dash-dotted line.
The bifurcation diagram shown in Fig. 1b for one set of parameters explains some of the notation used in Fig. 1a. Thus arrows 3 and 9 indicate
the boundaries of stability of the large stable limit cycle of period 1 and correspond to the lled circles in the Fig. 1a. In particular it can be seen: that
there are two coexisting limit cycles of period 2; and that the chaotic state
appears via a sequence of period-doubling bifurcations and thus corresponds
to a non-hyperbolic attractor [25], i.e. to a chaotic attractor (CA) consisting
of both stable and unstable sets.
We note that the bifurcation diagram shown in Fig. 1a is in qualitative
agreement with earlier theoretical predictions [23]. The working point P was
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Fig. 1. (a) A two-dimensional bifurcation diagram of the system (1) on the (!f ; h)

plane obtained from numerical simulations with = 0:025; !0 = 0:597; = 1; =
1. Regions of chaos are shown by crosses. Regions where two attractors corresponding to the resonances of period 1 coexist are shown by dots. Circles indicate the boundaries of the hysteresis corresponding to the period 2 resonance.
The region where two period 2 attractors coexist is shown by triangles (the full,
dashed-dotted and dashed lines are guides to the eye). The working point P with
!f = 0:95; h = 0:13 shown by bold plus was placed in the region of coexistence
of the period 1 stable limit cycle and of the chaotic attractor. (b) A bifurcation
diagram obtained in Poincare cross-section for t = n!f =2; n = 0; 1:::; !f = 1:005
shows values of q1 as a function of amplitude h. Arrows 1 and 4 indicate the region
of hysteresis for the period 2 resonance corresponding to the circles in Fig. 1a. The
region of coexistence of the two resonances of period 2 is shown by arrows 2 and
5 corresponding to the triangle in Fig. 1a. The hysteresis for the large stable limit
cycle of period 1 is indicated by arrows 3 and 9 corresponding to the lled dots in
Fig. 1a. Arrows 6-9 show the boundaries of the chaotic states

chosen to lie in the region where the chaotic attractor coexists with the
stable limit cycle. This regime is often of interest from the point of view of
applications (see e.g. [11, 26{28]).
The escape process has been studied through both analogue electronic [29]
and digital simulations. The latter employed the prescriptions of [30], given
that simulation times necessarily grow exponentially as T ! 0. Both techniques yielded qualitatively similar results, but the data shown here are digital, because precision is of particular importance. The basins of attraction of
the coexisting chaotic attractor CA and large stable limit cycle SC1 are shown
in Fig. 2 for the Poincare cross-section !f t = 0:6(mod 2) in the absence
of noise. The value of the maximal Lyapunov exponent for the CA is 0.0449.
The symbols UC1 in the gure denote saddle cycle of period 1 which lies on
the boundary between the basins of attraction of CA. The stable manifolds
of cycle UC1 de ne the boundary of basins.
In the presence of noise there is a nite probability of noise-induced transitions between CA and SC1. The intersections of one of the actual escape
trajectories are shown in Poincare cross-section by the lled circles. The sad-
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Fig. 2. The basins of attraction of the stable limit cycle SC1 (shaded) and CA
(white) for a Poincare cross-section with !f t = 0:6(mod2), !f = 0:95. The
saddle cycle of period 1 UC1 is shown by the lled square, and that of period 3
UC3 by the pluses. Intersections of the actual escape trajectory with the Poincare
cross-section are indicated by the lled circles.
dle cycle of period 3 UC3 is shown in the gure by pluses. Multipliers for
UC3 are 1 = 0:04873 < 1 and 2 = 7:608312 > 1. It is evident that the
actual escape trajectory passes very close to UC3 (see also below).

2.2 Theoretical approach
In the limit of small noise intensity, deep insight into the uctuational dynamics of escape can be gained within the framework of Hamiltonian formalism.
To appreciate what physical picture of escape from CA might be expected,
we rst consider the simpler process of escape from a stable limit cycle SC
bounded by an unstable cycle UC. The system will spend most of its time
uctuating in the close vicinity of the limit cycle, only occasionally uctuating far away towards the boundary of its basin of attraction. But when
these large rare uctuations do arise, they occur in almost deterministic way:
escape from a domain of attraction typically occurs along a unique trajectory (see e.g. [31{34]). For the stable limit cycle this physical picture was
con rmed in numerical simulations [10, 26]. In general the escape will take
place along the unique most probable escape path (MPEP). The probability
of escape along the MPEP (q) in the limit of small noise intensity can be
written in the form [18] (see also [13, 15{21])
(q)  constant  exp( S (q)=kT ); T

! 0:

(2)

S (q) is an \activation energy" of uctuations to the vicinity of the point
q in the system state space. Expression (2) is an analogue of the WKB
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approximation for the corresponding to (1) Fokker-Plank equation.

r2  r  (K):

_ = 2

(3)

S (q) may be viewed as a classical action, because to leading order it satis es
an eikonal (Hamilton{Jacobi) equation of the form





@S
= 0;
H = 2 p22 + p1 K1 + p2 K2 ;
(4)
S_ + H q;
@q
1
q_ = @H
;
p_ = @H
;
S_ = p2 ;
p = fp1; p2g = @S
;
@p
@q
2
@q

where H is a so-called Wentzel{Freidlin Hamiltonian [18]. The optimal uctuational trajectories are projections onto the coordinate space of the classical
trajectories determined by this Hamiltonian. They correspond to extreme
values of the action functional in the form [35]
S [q(t)] =

Z

tf

tf

1 [q_ (t) K(q(t))]2 dt:
2

(5)

In general, the computation of the most probable escape path qopt (t) requires
a minimization over the set of the extreme trajectories which spiral from the
stable limit cycle SC qSC (at ti ! 1) to the unstable cycle UC qUC (at
tf ! 1). This trajectory may be found as the solution of a boundary problem
for the system (4) with the corresponding boundary conditions in the form
S [q]
= 0;
q(t)



q(ti ) ! qSC ; p(ti ) ! 0
q(tf ) ! qUC ; p(tf ) ! 0

for ti ! 1
for tf ! 1

(6)

Thus the MPEP is a heteroclinic trajectory of least action of the Hamiltonian
dynamical system associated with (1).
In fact, equations (4) describe extreme uctuational paths. Optimal paths
provide the global minimum to the action S [q]. It is clear from (2) that, for
small T , it is these optimal paths that possess physical signi cance; extreme
paths are not necessarily physically signi cant. For small noise intensity, the
probability of escape along the MPEP is exponentially small; but it is exponentially more probable then the probability of escape along any other
trajectory, including the other heteroclinic trajectories of (4). This is the
optimal path observed in a physical experiment.

2.3 Experimental approach
To investigate the dynamics of large uctuations one may use an experimental approach in which one accumulates information about all arrivals of the
system in the close vicinity of a chosen state qf . In our experimental technique [13] we monitor continuously the dynamical variables (q1 ,q2 ), and the
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random force  , until noise-induced escape takes place. We store the relevant part of the escape trajectory and noise realization (q1es (t),q2es (t),  es (t)),
and then reset the system once more to the chaotic attractor. An ensembleaverage of such trajectories built up over a period of continuous monitoring
creates the prehistory probability distribution [13] ph (q; t; qf ; tf ). Note that
it di ers from the ordinary conditional probability distribution and that it
sets optimal paths into a physical context: their physical signi cance follows
from the fact that ph (q; t; qf ; tf ) at any given moment of time t should have
a sharp maximum in q lying on the optimal path, q = qopt (tjtf ; qf ); and the
optimal path is in fact just the D ! 0 limit of the ridges of the prehistory
distribution. By investigating the prehistory probability distribution experimentally, one can establish the area of phase space within which optimal
paths are well de ned, i.e. where the tube of uctuational paths around an
optimal path is narrow. The prehistory distribution thus provides information
about both the optimal path and the probability that it will be followed.
We note that the existence of most probable escape trajectories, as well as
the validity of the eqs. (2,4) was con rmed earlier in analogue experiments for
a number of non-chaotic systems(see e.g. [15, 16, 21] and references therein).

2.4 Results of the experimental approach

We now return to consideration of escape from a basin of attraction of CA.
Since the the basin of attraction is bounded by the same saddle cycle UC1
one may expect that near the UC1 the situation will be qualitatively the
same and that there exists a unique MPEP near UC1. The situation is qualitatively di erent near a chaotic attractor. Analysis of the Hamiltonian ow
in this region is practically impossible and there are no predictions about the
character of the distribution of the optimal trajectories near a non-hyperbolic
attractor. According to the simplest scenario the MPEP smears out near CA
and no unique escape path exists in this region. However, a statistical analysis
of actual uctuational trajectories reveals a di erent and much more detailed
physical picture of the noise-induced escape from a CA.
We have investigated some thousands of actual escape trajectories for the
system (1), for di erent sets of parameters. Fig. 3a presents typical results
for the parameter values corresponding to the operating point P shown in
the Fig. 1a and a noise intensity T  0:001. The most probable escape paths
found in the experiment are shown in Fig. 3a by the dotted, dashed and
full lines. The probability of escape along rst path (dotted) is in 9:5 and
2:375 times larger then escape along the second (dashed) or third (full) paths
respectively. All the escape paths merge at the saddle cycle of period 3 UC3.
If the noise intensity is reduced further one of the escape paths becomes
exponentially more probable then the others. In what follows we concentrate
on the properties of this most probable rst escape path.
Fig. 3a also shows (thin full lines) 15 measured uctuational escape trajectories corresponding to an optimal path. All the actual trajectories were
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Fig. 3. (a) Three optimal escape trajectories from the non-hyperbolic attractor to
the stable limit cycle, found in numerical simulations with T  0:001, are shown
by the full, dashed, and dotted lines respectively. The triangles and lled circles
show one period each of the unstable saddle cycles of period 3 (UC3) and 1 (UC1),
respectively. The thin full lines show 15 real escape trajectories corresponding to
the same optimal trajectory. (b) The most probable escape path from the nonhyperbolic attractor to the stable limit cycle, found by use of the prehistory probability distribution for T  0:0005, is shown by the full line. Single periods of the
unstable saddle cycles of period 5, 3 and 1 are shown by open circles, squares and
triangles respectively; the stable limit cycle is shown by rhombs. Parameters used
for the simulations in both (a) and (b) were h = 0:13, !f  0:95, !0  0:597.
shifted in time so that the characteristic regions of the trajectories corresponding to the transition from chaotic to regular motion coincide with each
other. It can be seen from the gure that these trajectories follow closely
one and the same optimal escape path. Because of this fact it is possible to
determine the optimal escape path by simple averaging.
A statistical analysis of the data { the actual uctuational trajectories [29]
and corresponding noise realizations { reveals the following scenario of escape
from the basin of attraction of the non-hyperbolic attractor (see Fig. 3b). The
system comes rst to UC5, the saddle cycle of period 5 embedded in CA, and
then slides down the unstable manifold of this cycle. At this moment the
system is driven by noise to the period 3 saddle cycle UC3, which is not
part of the non-hyperbolic attractor and can be considered as its boundary.
Next, the uctuations drive the system from the period 3 saddle cycle to the
boundary of the basin of attraction of CA. Thus the problem of escape from
a non-hyperbolic attractor can be considered in terms of uctuational transitions between a few saddle cycles of low period, UC5 ! UC3 ! UC1. The
results obtained are in qualitative agreement with the well known statement
that saddle cycles provide a detailed invariant characterization for dynamical
systems of low intrinsic dimension (see e.g. [36]).
The fact that uctuational escape from a non-hyperbolic attractor can be
described in terms of transitions between just a few cycles opens up the pos-
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sibility of an analytic estimate of the escape probability through an extension
of the recent theory of the logarithmic susceptibility [19, 20] to the systems
with limit cycles (M.I. Dykman and V.N. Smelyanskiy, private communication). In this approximation the escape probability from a non-hyperbolic
attractor can be represented as the product of the probability of staying on
the saddle cycle and the probability of a transition between cycles. The latter
probability can be expressed analytically in terms of the known velocity of
relaxation between limit cycles with rotational symmetry.
Simultaneously with measurement of the optimal path, we have found
the optimal force by simple averaging of noisy realizations. The optimal force
(Fig. 3(b)) consists of two parts corresponding to escape to the saddle cycles
UC3 and UC1. It tends to zero after achievment of the saddle cycle UC1.

3 Fluctuational escape from a quasi-hyperbolic
attractor
We now consider for comparison a uctuational escape from the Lorenz attractor, which is a quasi-hyperbolic attractor consisting of unstable sets only.
This system[37] is of interest because it describes e.g. convective uid dynamics, as well as the single mode laser[38] and is often used as an example
of a classical system with chaotic dynamics:

q_ = K(q) + f (t);
K = fK1; K2; K3g = f(q2 q1); rq1 q2 q1 q3; q1q2
f (t) = f0; 0; (t)g; h(t)i = 0; h(t)(0)i = D(t);

bq3 g;

(7)

For simplicity we consider the noise to act through the third equation only.
For  = 10, b = 8=3, r = 24:08, (7) has three attractors[37]: the stable
points P1 and P2 and the Lorenz attractor (Fig. 4(a)). The stable manifolds
of the saddle cycles L1 and L2 surround the stable points and they constitute
boundaries between the chaotic and regular regimes in this region of phase
space. The Lorenz attractor is an aggregate of integral curves going from
L1 to L2 and back, the saddle point O, and its unstable one-dimensional
manifolds (separatrices) 1 and 2 . Note that the probability of trajectories
passing near the separatrices and the cycles L1 and L2 is practically zero for
the noise-free system. Like escape from a non-hyperbolic attractor, there is
no theoretical prediction about the process of uctuational escape from the
Lorenz attractor. But the process is readily studied via numerical simulation
and the method of analysis described above in relation to escape from a nonhyperbolic attractor. For de niteness, we examine escape to the stable point
P1 . The averaged escape trajectory and corresponding averaged uctuational
force obtained in this way are shown in Fig. 4b.
We have found that escape occurs via the following scenario. The escape trajectory starts from the stable manifold of saddle point O. Under the
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Fig. 4. (a) The structure of phase space of the Lorenz system. An escape trajectory
measured by numerical simulation is indicated by the lled circles. (b) The averaged
escape trajectory (full line) and the averaged uctuational force (dashed line).
action of a uctuation, an escape trajectory tends to point O along the twodimensional stable manifold. Then, without reaching the saddle point O, the
trajectory departs from it again, following a path close to the separatrix 2 ,
and falling into the neighborhood of the saddle cycle L1 . In the absence of the
external force, the trajectory goes away from the cycle L1 , slowly untwisting.
The uctuational force induces a crossing through the saddle cycle, and the
trajectory then relaxes to the stable point P1 . We can thus split the escape
process into two parts: uctuational and relaxational. Practically all of the
uctuational part belongs to the Lorenz attractor, and itself consists of two
stages: rst, the uctuational force throws the trajectory as close as possible
to the cycle L1 ; secondly, the trajectory crosses this cycle under the action of
uctuations. The rst stage is de ned by the stable and unstable manifolds
of the saddle point O, and the time-dependence of the uctuational force
is similar to that of the coordinate q3 (Fig. 4b). During the second stage,
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the uctuations have a component which oscillates in anti-phase to the coordinate q3 . Because the trajectory of the noise-free system departs from the
cycle L1 very slowly, the uctuational force inducing the crossing through the
cycle may start to act at any time during a long interval. For this reason the
averaged uctuational force itself consists of a long oscillating function.
Practically all of the escape trajectory from the Lorenz attractor lies on
the attractor itself. The role of the uctuations is, rst, the delivery of the
trajectory to a seldom-visited area in the neighborhood of the saddle cycle
L1 , and secondly, the inducing of a crossing cycle L1 . So we may conclude
that the role of the uctuations is di erent in this case, and the possibility
of applying the Hamiltonian formalism will require a more detailed analysis
of the crossing process.
In future investigations we plan to carry out more detailed statistical analyses of uctuational trajectories and noise realizations to de ne the optimal
force, because the simple averaging of noise realizations does not provide a
very accurate result.

4 Summary
In summary, we have found that the mechanisms of escape from a nonhyperbolic attractor and a quasi-hyperbolic (Lorenz) attractor are quite different, and that the prehistory of escape re ects the di erent structure of
their chaotic attractors. The escape process for the non-hyperbolic attractor is realized via several steps, which include transitions between low-period
saddle-cycles co-existing in the system phase space. The escape from the
Lorenz attractor consist of two qualitatively di erent stages: the rst is dened by the stable and unstable manifolds of the saddle center point, and lies
on the attractor; the second is the escape itself, crossing the saddle boundary
cycle surrounding the stable point attractor. The corresponding optimal force
was measured in both cases. We have shown that the mechanism of escape
from the non-hyperbolic attractor may be amenable to a theoretical analysis within the framework of the Hamiltonian approach. Finally, note that
our central results were obtained via an experimental de nition of optimal
paths, con rming our experimental approach as a powerful instrument for
investigating noise-induced escape from complex attractors.
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